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2021-2022 Legislative Priority 
Mitigating the Adverse Impacts of Climate Change 

 

WSPTA recognizes that climate change is an immediate health crisis for all children and youth. We have the 
moral responsibility to act now to mitigate the negative effects of climate change. 

Background 

Children are more vulnerable to climate change because their immune systems, lungs and bodies are still 
developing. They have a higher metabolism and play outside where there are more dangerous pathogens. 
Infants and high school athletes are at high risk to extreme heat.1,2 Image.2 

 

• Some families are more impacted by “fire, flood, drought, or extreme heat because of where they live or 
work. How well a family or community bounces back from climate events can be affected by poverty, 
language barriers, and access to healthcare and insurance.” --UW Climate Impacts Group3 

 

(please continue to next page) 

 

 

 

 

“Extreme heat days” are defined as June, July, 
and August days from 2007 to 2016 on which 
the maximum temperature at a given weather 
station fell within the top 10 percent of 
readings made at that station from 1961 to 
1990. Nine extreme heat days per summer, on 
average, would be expected if temperatures 
were not increasing over time.”--Natural 
Resources Defense Council4 

For More Information  
Lizzy Sebring, WSPTA Advocacy Director Marie Sullivan, WSPTA Legislative Consultant 
ptaadvocacydir@wastatepta.org             legconsultant@wastatepta.org  

For more information on the WSPTA advocacy program, please visit our website (www.wastatepta.org). 

mailto:ptaadvocacydir@wastatepta.org
mailto:legconsultant@wastatepta.org
http://www.wastatepta.org/
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Proposed Solutions 

Washington State PTA shall support legislation or policies that build a socially, economically and environmentally 
sustainable climate for our children that: 

• Adopt and enforce legislation that mitigates the effects of climate change 
• Provide funding and technical assistance to jurisdictions to develop, and implement Strategic Climate            

Action Plans that reduce school district, community and regional greenhouse gas emissions 
• Equitably address adverse impacts to communities disproportionately affected by climate change 
• Acknowledge that climate change is a health crisis that disproportionately and adversely impacts 

children and youth 
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“My life expectancy could be 
shortened because of how rapidly the 

climate is warming.” 
-- 14-year-old Lilah Amon-Lucas, at the 
September 2019 Youth Climate Strike 

(YCS) in Seattle5 

“Minority groups and people of lower socioeconomic status 
are more likely to live in environmentally hazardous areas and 

experience asthma, heart attacks and premature death. 
They’re directly feeling the effects of climate change more than 

their white counterparts. Black and brown lungs matter.”  -- 
Parisa Harvey, a 15-year-old YCS organizer5 
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